Cooperative Design of a Dashboard for Monitoring the P4D Cohort Study on Major Depression
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Figure 1: Current status of the study data acquisition (left), the cohort composition (middle), and the genome sequencing in detail (right).

Abstract

The P4D (Personalised, Predictive, Precise, and Preventive Medicine for Major Depression) study aims at an improved prediction of treatment outcomes based on a more precise stratification of major depression subtypes. It is collecting very complex data from 1,000 patients across five German university hospitals. We have designed a dashboard to monitor the study and share the collected data among the study partners. We employed a state-of-the-art cooperative dashboard design approach by Setlur et al. [SCST24] in two design cycles: user feedback and dashboard revision. We observed a significant improvement in user satisfaction from the first (Mean=3.57, std=0.95) to the second (Mean=3.87, std=0.80) cycle and an overall positive assessment.

CCS Concepts

• Human-centered computing → Information visualization; Visualization design and evaluation methods;

1. Introduction

In Europe, Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) affects 8% of individuals annually and 19% over their lifetime. This makes MDD a prevalent mental health issue [KBD*03, SNW22]. It burdens people and healthcare systems, decreasing quality of life and rising disability [dlTVR*21]. Current pharmaceutical interventions for moderate to severe MDD rely on a trial-and-error approach, with 30–50% of patients failing to achieve remission. [MBB22, WWZA23, GRT*08]. Thus, a tailored strategy based on patients’ reactions to antidepressants is required. The P4D (Personalised, Predictive, Precise, and Preventive Medicine for Major Depression) study aims at an improved prediction of treatment outcomes based on a more precise stratification of major depression subtypes. It is
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currently collecting complex data, including omics, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), polysomnography, laboratory data, and cognitive test results from 1,000 patients at five university hospitals in Germany. We have designed a dashboard to monitor the study’s progress and share the collected data among the study partners. The dashboard shall support early detection of acquisition delays, missing data, and biases in cohort composition. Dynamic dashboards are essential for presenting critical data effectively when designed according to professional recommendations for interaction and storytelling. [SCB19, BS23]. Setlur et al. [SCST24] integrate the Gricean Maxims [Gr75] and Beebe’s framework [Bee04] to promote interactive, cooperative “conversation” between dashboards and users. They provide a set of heuristics for the five conversational states: initiation, grounding, turn-taking, repair & refinement, and closing, termed cooperative dashboard design. We followed Setlur et al.’s approach in designing our dashboard and gathered feedback regarding 39 heuristics from 16 and 12 professional users. We also revised the dashboard based on this feedback in two consecutive design cycles. Our approach and the results are detailed below.

2. Methods

Initial Dashboard Design: Key variables, such as total sequenced genomes, patient recruitment per university hospital, and number of blood samples, were identified from pre-study test data to initiate the dashboard development. A panel comprising seasoned physicians and medical researchers adept in participatory development studies was consulted to curate these key variables. Subsequently, a preliminary dashboard prototype was crafted and evaluated.

Evaluation Instrument and Procedure: A structured survey based on the 39 heuristics from Setlur et al. [SCST24] was created to evaluate the P4D dashboard. These heuristics cover initiation, grounding, turn-taking, repair & refinement, and closing states. Participants rated their agreement with each heuristic on a Likert scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) with a ‘Don’t Know’ option for challenging or uncertain questions. Furthermore, Open-ended questions were incorporated to obtain comprehensive qualitative input regarding user experiences and possible areas for enhancement. The evaluation was conducted in two rounds, before and after dashboard revision, involved 16 and 12 prospective users testing the dashboard autonomously.

Survey Data Analysis: Quantitative Analysis: Descriptive statistics (mean scores and standard deviations) were computed for each round and heuristic. Heuristics were categorised according to participant agreement into low/moderate/high agreement, i.e. <50%/50-75%/>75% of participants assigned a score of 4 or 5 to the heuristic. Qualitative Analysis: Thematic analysis was used for open-ended comments to find recurring themes regarding the use of heuristics, dashboard strengths, and particular design difficulties.

Dashboard Design Revision: We revised the dashboard by focusing on heuristics (H) with low and moderate agreement and addressing open-ended comments. For instance, H3 and H11 (see appendix for details) initially received moderate ratings due to unclear instructions, undefined interaction points, and a lack of visual cues such as icons. Subsequently, we implemented enhancements by introducing notifications that appear when users scroll down and reach interactive charts, thereby indicating the possibility of interaction. The dashboard also employs intuitive conventions, ensuring that icons and symbols are easily comprehensible for users. For instance, icon placement and appearance semantics effectively communicate patterns in the data, such as adjusting arrow icons to signify ascending or descending sorting in tables. These modifications significantly improved comprehensibility and interaction, significantly enhancing both heuristics’ ratings from 3.33 to 4.45 and 3.73 to 4.17, respectively. Parts of the revised dashboard are shown in Figure 1. The dashboard can be tested with dummy data at https://p4d.vercel.app/.

3. Results

Out of 39 heuristics, 11 (28%) were improved from moderate and low agreement to high agreement after addressing the comments of the first evaluation round (Figure 2). The number of moderate agreements decreased from 22 (56%) to 14 (35%) in the second round, the same for low score heuristics as they became 5 (12.8%) in the second round compared to 8 in the first round (20%). The level of agreement per conversational state after dashboard revision is shown in Figure 3. On average, initiation and grounding show the highest level of agreement, whereas turn-taking, repair & refinement and close offer most room for improvement.

4. Conclusions

The cooperative design and evaluation of the dashboard yielded an average agreement of 3.87 with the 39 heuristics proposed by Setlur et al. [SCST24]. In future work, we will focus on improvements regarding the 5 remaining heuristics with poor agreement. We will, for instance, enable dashboard customization to improve agreement with H35.
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